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Bot name: Kj3redaxain,rurutaei,wooddtugbtcr,fil3inmedium,casfproteco,mentali71o,Kgerapdinf. Type: Action,
Horror, Mystery. About what: The series tells about a girl who finds herself in a world where everything is subject to

a certain Eve - a female super-being. Eva not only creates servants for herself, but also begins to move into
people, wanting to grow herself an ideal warrior who would protect her. The guy Eva moves into becomes an

excellent warrior for several years and takes his name - Roman. Bot name:
Graf,kojarcek,Illian,Illyrian,Emyrin,Litin,Taroborum.Type: Fantasy, Action. About what: After the death of his father,

the young Emperor Alexander II gets access to all state secrets, including new types of weapons. His military
prowess and personal secrecy are causing major changes in the military affairs of Russia. The famous researcher

and inventor E. Freidkin was the creator of the new military weapon. Bot name:
Laser,MarvelOne,Eltfofa,Molo,Marina,Dagrida,Olaf,Tusya,Eva,Emono,Lenix,Polaris,Taneny,Metznahan,Nordman.
Type : Fantasy-Fantasy, Horror, Mystical Horrors. About what: John Blackmore, who has repeatedly said that he
chose the horror genre for a reason, because he likes films about all sorts of evil spirits and fantasy, and horror

films. He even tries to call his works in the style of horror. This time, John once again decided to write his own work
in the spirit of the mystical trilogy "The Dark Tower". Bot name: Svita. Bot type: Platform. About Che: SVita is an

alliance of factions of Light, Darkness and Chaos, consisting of members of ten factions. The alliance was officially
formed on May 26, 2013, but its actual origins date back to 2009, when Wayne Meadow founded an alliance made
up primarily of Dark Lords to oppose the forces of Order. The main goal of the alliance is to unite all the Dark and

Light Lords to fight
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